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ABSTRACT

1

The multi-modal and interrelated nature of lifelog data makes it well
suited for graph-based representations. In this paper, we present
the second iteration of LifeGraph, a Knowledge Graph for Lifelog
Data, initially introduced during the 3rd Lifelog Search Challenge
in 2020. This second iteration incorporates several lessons learned
from the previous version. While the actual graph has undergone
only small changes, the mechanisms by which it is traversed during
querying as well as the underlying storage system which performs
the traversal have been changed. The means for query formulation
have also been slightly extended in capability and made more efficient and intuitive. All these changes have the aim of improving
result quality and reducing query time.

Any representation that aims at capturing the relevant aspects of a
human’s daily experiences with any degree of accuracy, which is the
ultimate aim of the lifelogging process, will necessarily be diverse,
multi-modal, highly interconnected and self-referencing. A typical
lifelog consists of recordings made by multiple physical, as well
as virtual sensors, including wearable cameras, bio-feedback devices, location trackers, and activity tracking software. All of these
mechanisms capture different, sometimes overlapping aspects of a
lifelogger’s daily experience, which makes their resulting recordings strongly interrelated. It is therefore reasonable to represent
such lifelog data as a graph structure, for a graph is not only able
to represent a multitude of log entries and their relations to each
other, but also allows for putting them into a larger context relative
to general and non-personal information about the world.
In this paper, we present an improved version of LifeGraph, a
Knowledge Graph for Lifelog Data, which was first introduced [13,
14] at the 3rd Lifelog Search Challenge [8] in 2020. The idea behind
LifeGraph is to combine individual lifelog entries and their direct
annotations with larger external knowledge bases in order to enrich the context of the log and enable semantically more complex
queries, using concepts for which no direct annotations exist. While
in the previous iteration, the focus was primarily on the construction of the LifeGraph, in this iteration of the challenge, we focus
primarily on how the graph can be queried more effectively. The
retrieval system to be evaluated will use largely the same graph
with only minor modifications, which is possible do to the reuse of
the previous challenge dataset with only minor modification [9].
The following sections will discuss the previous approach as well
as some relevant limitations in Section 2, before introducing the
the changes made in this second iteration of LifeGraph in Section 3.
Section 4 then closes with some concluding remarks.
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INTRODUCTION

LIMITATIONS OF THE FIRST LIFEGRAPH
SYSTEM

The first version of the LifeGraph system consisted of three primary
system components: 1) a triple store that held the persistent representation of the graph, 2) a query engine that would translate from
user input to a graph-queries, and back and 3) a user interface that
could be used to specify queries and browse the retrieved results.

For the triple store, we used BlazeGraph,1 which is an open-source
graph database system with a SPARQL [12] query interface. The
query engine was a purpose-built application whereas the user interface consisted of a modified version of vitrivr-ng [6], which is the
browser-based user interface component used in the open-source
multimedia retrieval stack vitrivr [18]. Additionally, we used an
nginx2 instance to serve the UI as well as the static media components.
The adoption of vitrivr-ng for the user interface had some clear
benefits, among them readily available mechanisms for tag-based
query construction and efficient result browsing, as well as it’s
capabilities for communication with the evaluation system used
during the competition [17]. The built-in late filtering mechanism
was, however, only useful in some situations, since hard Boolean
filtering would sometimes remove too few results in order for it to
be useful or too many results, possibly including the query targets.
This was due to both too coarse-grained filter options as well as
imprecise query tasks, sometimes containing erroneous details,
such as queries miss-stating the month or year when the described
event took place.
The choice of using a SPARQL-based graph database as a persistent storage layer, while sounding reasonable initially, turned
out to be sub-optimal. This was primarily due to the mismatch
between our used notion of semantic similarity based on graph
paths between a concept and a log entry and the lack of an analogous notion in the SPARQL language. While SPARQL knows the
concept of a property path,3 which enables the querying for entities
connected by a path with specific properties, only the start- and
end-points of these paths are returned as results and the actual
paths themselves are discarded. While this information is sufficient
for many use cases, it is not in our case, since the similarity score of
a query and any result retrieved by the system is inversely dependent on the length of the path through the graph connecting the
two nodes. This limitation made it necessary to perform the graph
exploration in multiple queries, which would allow for increasingly
complicated paths and estimation of the path length between two
graph nodes based on which query returned them first. Using such
queries introduced a substantial amount of redundancy, both on
the query execution as well as on the result post-processing stage,
which would lead to an unnecessarily long query execution time.
We intend to remedy this by replacing the underlying database by
a system which offers functionality more suited to our querying
strategies.

3

IMPROVEMENTS

The following provides an overview of the improvements made
to the LifeGraph system, based on insights gained from both the
previous Lifelog Search Challenge as well as related activities in
the context of the Video Browser Showdown [16, 19], for which
we investigated the use of Knowledge Graph structures for video
retrieval [15].

1 https://blazegraph.com/
2 https://nginx.org/
3 https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/#propertypaths

3.1

Cottontail DB

Cottontail DB [5] is a database management system for multimedia
retrieval and analysis and replaces BlazeGraph as data management
layer. It natively supports the efficient evaluation of vector-space
and full-text queries as well as traditional relational queries and is
also used as the persistent storage layer in the vitrivr multimedia
retrieval stack. While not a graph-database as such, Cottontail DB
offers many relevant functionalities that we can leverage for graph
exploration. Initial tests have shown that searching for graph paths
between a set of initial query concepts and a relevant number of
log entries can be achieved using breadth-first-search on top of
Cottontail DB while still maintaining interactive response times.
This rather simple approach has the added benefit of building up
the graph paths iteratively, which means that their exact properties
are known and no estimation is required (in contrast to the previous
method). Additionally, Cottontail DB’s native support for vectorspace nearest-neighbor queries enables us to use other notions of
semantic similarity during query evaluation, such as the distance in
a graph-embedding space. The latter possibility is further discussed
in Section 3.4.
Technically, Cottontail DB is a column-store with a type system
that supports both scalar values as well as vectors as first-class
citizens. The query language allows for formulation of both Boolean
search as well as retrieval using nearest neighbor search and the
vector space model with various distance metrics, as well as a
combination of both. This is complemented with various index
structures that can optionally be used to speed-up both types of
queries, sometimes by sacrificing retrieval accuracy. Both the set
of supported indexes as well as the rule-based query planning
and execution engine of Cottontail DB can be easily extended and
adapted to offer optimal support for the application at hand.

3.2

Graph pruning and additions

Our first version of LifeGraph was built around COEL (Classification of Everyday Living) [2] through which we connect high-level
concepts around everyday activities with low-level annotations
or detectable objects in images. Participation in the LSC 2020 has
shown that we rarely used search terms provided by COEL, and
that COEL played an insignificant role in the query expansion. Following these insights, we remove COEL entities from the graph
and instead rely on Wikidata’s4 internal class hierarchy. For this,
we expand the initial seed entities (detected objects) along a set of
manually defined predicates, such as :𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑂 𝑓 or :𝑠𝑢𝑏𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑂 𝑓 .
This reduces the number of concepts in our graph, and provides a
clearer path structure between search keywords and log entries. In
turn, we include instances of detectable concepts to increase the
breadth of the graph. To avoid noise in the graph, we remove all
entities that do not meet a certain degree threshold.

3.3

Query formulation

As in the previous version, a query is composed of one or multiple
graph nodes, starting from which a traversal is performed until a
sufficient number of related results is found. These initial nodes are
selected using a simple auto-completing text box. In this version,
we make several minor improvements to this process. For the text
4 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page

auto-complete, we include synonyms and alternative labels for
concepts, in order to make them more easily selectable. We also
use information about the inherent expected relevance of concepts,
such as their relative occurrence or their shortest path to any log
entry, to sort the list of suggestions over a previously-used simple
sub-string matching, in order to increase the likelihood that the
relevant concepts appear higher in the list. Further possibilities
to improve the query item selection mechanism are outlined in
Section 3.5.
Once concepts are selected, we make use of functionality that
was recently added to vitrivr-ng and allows a user to add a notion
of priority to every specified concept. This enables the distinction
between concepts that should be part of the result set from those
that are required, or those that are supposed to be excluded from the
results. We expect especially the latter to be of use, increasing the
precision of a query and thereby reduce noise within the retrieved
results.
Additionally, we add functionality to query by time and date
information, in order to have a fallback mechanism for queries
which contain no semantic information that can be directly related
to any concept present in the graph. The previous version of the
system allowed only for late-filtering based on properties such as
the year, month, day or weekday of a log entry, but did not offer
any possibility to simply select all entries from a given time frame
in order to browse them.

3.4

Graph exploration methods and distance
measures

Standard query languages are unmatched in terms of retrieving
precise information from Knowledge Graphs, since the evaluation
of standard queries is based on rigorous logical inferences. However, this strength could have negative consequences in the case of
lifelog search. Firstly, lifelog search systems are developed for common users browsing daily life logs with vague memory fragments
in mind. We should not expect that they search the graph using
precise concepts (e.g., use more common terms like “car” instead
of the Wikidata entry that is “motor car”). Furthermore, the words
used in a query can sometimes include two or more concepts that
from the viewpoint of a Knowledge Graph are not at all closely related (e.g., “breakfast” and “sunset”), which would inevitably cause
a query evaluation failure. Secondly, as introduced in Section 3.3,
users can write search queries composed of multiple concepts with
the help of auto-completing and sorting functionalities. From a
user’s perspective, more input concepts should provide a broader
search space for the system, and the system should accordingly
retrieve more results. However, from the perspective of query evaluation, more concepts mean more constraints, leading to fewer
results. Indeed, this issue can be addressed by query operators (i.e.,
OR) and heuristic rules (e.g., combinations of input concepts). But
these solutions lack flexibility, require a lot of manual effort, and
can be time-consuming during the query evaluation. Thirdly, as an
automatically constructed Knowledge Graph, LifeGraph is not complete and may contain errors. Any piece of missing or erroneous
information in LifeGraph can prevent the successful evaluation of
a query, even when most constraints can be satisfied.

Due to the above-mentioned issues, we need a graph exploration
method which 1) accepts imprecise and even self-contradictory
inputs, 2) can efficiently handle a group of input concepts, and 3) is
robust against missing and/or erroneous information in LifeGraph.
In the literature [10], a similar scenario is to perform approximate
querying over incomplete Knowledge Graphs. Distance measures
in the vector spaces of Knowledge Graphs have been adapted as
a better alternative to standard queries. Recent works [4, 10] have
demonstrated the usability and strength of Knowledge Graph embedding [1, 11].
Knowledge Graph embedding models compute a low-dimensional numerical representation (embedding) of each entity in the
Knowledge Graph. Their core idea is that related entities should
have similar embeddings, i.e., the embedding space preserves the
structural properties of the Knowledge Graph [11]. In our scenario,
we can use the distance between the embeddings of two entities
as an alternative to the hop-based distance. This has the potential
to not only reduce query time for query nodes which have only
relatively long connecting paths to log entries, but also to partially
compensate for missing links in the graph.

3.5

Recommender system additions

Recommender systems (RS) are information filtering systems that
allow us to assess and predict the relevance of a given item for a
specific user [3]. We want to explore the possibility of deploying
a RS on LifeGraph, for the purpose of enriching query formulations and search results. For RS, it is customary to calculate item
recommendations for user on the basis of 1) shared properties between users and items (content-based filtering), 2) user-article pairs
that express a certain relationship (collaborative filtering) or 3) a
combination of both aspects (hybrid models) [7]. Lifelogs present a
challenge for deploying a RS, since they fall outside the traditional
scope of the previously mentioned approaches; the item side that
is constituted of lifelog entries lacks a matching user side. We see
two possible ways of how to circumvent this limitations.
First, a RS can be used for ranking concept labels in terms of
their relevance for creating a suggestion list used during query
formulation. For this purpose, user search queries are matched
against lifelog entry descriptions or Knowledge Graph entities.
Using complimentary data such as co-occurrence counts of search
keywords or query tags, together with term frequencies of entry
descriptions, a RS is able to calculate similarity scores between
search queries on the one side and lifelog entry descriptions on the
other.
Second, embeddings and path distances can be used in combination with a RS for the purpose of calculating similarity scores
between lifelog entries. One way of implementing this is to feed
preliminary, distance-based search results into the RS, with the goal
of getting an enhanced results set that included additional lifelog
entries. The similarity between entries would be assessed on the basis of a similarity between the respective lifelog entry descriptions
of the preliminary results and all existing lifelog entries.

4

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have introduced a second iteration of LifeGraph,
a Knowledge Graph for lifelog data. Based on insights gained from

the participation to the 2020 Lifelog Search Challenge with the
first LifeGraph prototype, we propose several changes in order to
improve both query specification capabilities and result quality,
simultaneously reducing query processing time. While the application of Knowledge Graph-based methods to the organization and
retrieval of lifelogs is not extensively studied so far, we still see it
as a promising avenue which warrants further study.
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